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History According to Lunar Cold Traps

• Motivation
To open a new window on the history of the
solar system
To track the evolution of volatiles
To study volatile transport on airless bodies

Objective:  To obtain and analyze drill cores
in lunar polar cold traps.



Value of Science Topic
• Quantify the inventory of volatiles in cold traps,
especially its distribution.

• Deduce the origin of the volatiles in the cold traps.
• Study the efficiency of particle migration in the
lunar exosphere.

• Acquire information useful for interpreting ground-
based and orbital data for analogous regions on
Mercury.



Lunar Cold Traps--State of knowledge of
contents based on data

• Radar
Scattering signature in PSR is similar
to that in known illuminated regions
(Campbell et al., 2006)
Does not confirm existence of ice
Likely denies existence of pure ice

• Neutrons
Neutron signature observed by Lunar
Prospector Neutron Spectrometer
indicates the enhancement of H near the
poles of the Moon (Feldman et al.,
1998)
Chemical form of H is not
constrained by detection technique, but
co-location with PSRs suggests ice.

Lawrence et al., JGR 2006



Possible Sources to Lunar Cold Traps
• Comets are an episodic source of volatiles.  They

deposit some fraction of the volatiles brought by
the comet, but the dynamics and timing are a
topic of great current interest (Ong et al, 2006;
Larignon et al., 2006.)

• Solar wind is source of volatiles in two ways:
1) Direct access of the solar wind to the poles via
spiraling trajectories of particles or magnetosheath flows
that are not exactly in the x direction.
2) Migration of solar wind particles after release to the
atmosphere through surface chemistry (Butler, 1997;
Crider and Vondrak, 2002)



Vondrak and Crider, 2003

Impact Gardening
• Impacts excavate in one

locations and bury material
nearby via an ejecta blanket

• Overturn occurs on all size
scales

• Some grains of regolith are
exposed to the surface, then
buried, then reexposed
through this process
Only the exposed layer is
subject to most loss mechanisms
for volatiles.



Impact Gardening
• There are many impacts on a small scale size
(both depth & width), but few of large scale size.
We expect a lot of mixing to occur on small scales.

• Going to larger and larger lateral scales, one
expects less coherence of any stratigraphic
feature.
Thus large area measurements, e.g. remote sensing,
give a very different view than point measurements, e.g.
drill cores.

Unique depth profiles are expected everywhere, with
non-unique trace-back because you can do not know
what has been removed from a column by impact.



Apollo 12 Drill Core

McKay et al., 1991

Apollo 12 Astronaut Alan Bean--photo by Pete Conrad



Apollo 15 Deep Drill Core

McKay et al., 1991



Model Description
• We built a model to simulate the delivery and
durability of volatiles in the lunar PSRs.

• We simulate the hydrogen content in a column of
regolith at the lunar pole.
Monte Carlo model, similar to Arnold (1975), which was
applied to the Apollo drill cores.
Initial column can be mostly devoid of hydrogen, or
could start with an ice layer to simulate a cometary layer.
Follows topmost 5 m of regolith.
Account for additions/subtractions from space
weathering, local delivery, impacts, sublimation.
Run for 1 Gyr.



Model Results-Evolution of dry layer
• This shows the evolution of an ejecta layer

Panel 1 shows the column before the layer is added
Panel 2 shows the column immediately after the desiccated layer
After 200 Myr, the desiccated layer has been enriched near its top,
and other enriched material is above it
In 800 Myr, the desiccated layer is buried  to depth 1m

Desiccated ejecta layer

Enriched, gardened layer

Enriched, gardened layer



Model Results-Range of profiles
• The left panel shows the initial profile, which contains a

~10% ice layer 10 cm thick buried by a 10 cm dry layer
• The other 3 panels show the column after 1 Gyr of

gardening and addition of volatiles
Note that the initial ice layer (shaded gray) ends at different depths
Sometimes it doesn’t mix with above material



Model Results-Area averages
• These are average H concentrations after 1 Gyr.
(left) separate ice layer or steady addition alone
(right) ice layer and steady addition together



Cold Trap Drill Cores:  Early Phase

• The very first depth profiles could be obtained by
down-hole instrumentation accompanying a drill on
a rover.

• Likewise, a mission with multiple penetrators could
provide some depth profiles

• Instrumentation
Mass spectrometer
Neutron spectrometer
Thermocouple



Cold Trap Drill Cores:  Lunar Base Lab

• The lunar exploration architecture includes a base
near a permanently shaded region at the south pole-
maybe Shackleton crater.
Astronauts can perform lab analysis at the base.
As long as the sample does not reach more than 170K for
a couple of hours, sublimation should not be significant
(Andreas, 2006).



Cold Trap Drill Cores
• Drill cores should be obtained from the top 3-5
meters of regolith.

• Drill cores extending into regolith buried beneath
old flows would provide more time-constrained
information, which would be very useful.

• The varied time history of each location on the
Moon calls for multiple (10s) of drill cores from
nearby locations in order to extract the local
history.



Planetary Drilling  Technology
• Remotely operated drills are being developed and
tested for use on Mars and other frozen planetary
applications, e.g. the Mars Deep Drill by Honeybee
Robotics ( drill bit and core sample shown below)
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Conclusions-Drill core analyses
• Any appreciable layer of water ice in the cold traps
would remain intact after space weathering over
time, but its depth would vary according to the
independent impact history of the specific location.
Analysis of the contents of ice layers, their thickness and
numbers will reveal information about the inventory of
volatiles (e.g. comets)  over most of the age of the Moon.
Analysis of the contents of enriched layers, their
thickness and numbers will aid the understanding of
volatile migration (e.g solar wind) and retention processes.
Analysis of desiccated layers will provide some
calibration by counting nearby impacts.



Back-up Materials



Permanently Shadowed Regions (PSRs)
• Lunar topography & obliquity combine to produce

Permanently Shadowed Regions (PSR) near poles
• Thermal models predict very cold temperatures in double-

shaded regions, T < 90 K, maybe as low as 50 K (Vasavada
et al., 1999)

• Water ice is stable against sublimation for the lifetime of the
Moon at T<100 K (see Watson et al., 1961)
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Solar Wind Concentration with Maturity

McKay et al., 1991



Solar Wind Elements on the Moon
• Regolith grains that were exposed at the surface of
the Moon retain a solar wind elements
The next figure shows the concentrations of several solar
wind elements as a function of Is/FeO, which is a proxy for
“maturity,” i.e. surface exposure time (Morris, 1976)
Analysis of Apollo returned samples show solar wind
elements are near the surface with depth related to ion
energy (e.g. DesMarais et al, 1975).

• Remote sensing data can be used to relate solar
wind element abundance to terrain types and ages.
E.g.  Johnson et al. (2002) have found that there is a
paucity in hydrogen detected from neutron spectroscopy in
young impact craters and ejecta, as should be expected.



Apollo Drill Cores
• Stratigraphy of a regolith
Apollo core samples were taken to d < 3 m
The core tubes were returned to Earth for analysis

• Strata appear in these cores of various thicknesses
in several regolith properties, e.g.:
Grain size
Petrographic components
Exposure effects (e.g. SWE, track length)
Spectral features

• See figures on next pages



Simulations for Apollo Drill Cores
• Simulations have been done to calculate quantities
for comparison with the Apollo drill cores (Arnold,
1975; Duraud et al., 1975), e.g.:
Mean exposure times of regolith grains,
Skin depth,
Grain orientation studies,
Ion track accumulation

• Calculating the evolution of a column of regolith by
Monte Carlo model and then averaging the runs
together, one can try to simulate the stochastic
environment of space weathering on a regolith, and
compare quantities that are observed to surface and
sub-surface samples.



Model Description
• Allow for impacts on
several scales
Impactor flux (Gault et al.,
1972; Neukem and Dietzel, 1971)

Subdivide mass ranges
into continuous and
discrete events
•M< 10-3 g, crater is
comparable to the size of
column bin--consider as
continuous
•M > 10-3 g, treat as
discrete events



Model Description
• A crater profile is used for determining the amount
of regolith removed during excavation and
emplaced during covering events.  The burial rate
and skin depth that we obtain with the model are
both highly dependent on this input.  We use the
same profile as Borg et al. (1976).



Model Results--Steady Source

• Over time, steady
addition of volatiles
from atmospheric
migration enriches
the top layer of
regolith.  A steady
state concentration
is reached, but the
depth continues to
increase with time.

• Starting with the left profile and simulating 1 Gyr of
gardening, the model produced the depth profile on the right



Model Results-Evolution of an ice layer
• This shows an example of the evolution of an ice layer that

was initially buried by 10 cm of dry regolith (left panel).
• In this case, an impact at 600 Myr removed the protective

cover (middle panel).
Note that the ice removed might be deposited in the adjacent ejecta
blanket

• For the next 400 Myr, the ice
from below is mixed with the
new regolith that accumulates
above the ice layer (right panel).



Model Results--Area averages
• Over a large area foot-point, the

effects of any stratification are
smeared with depth
We approximate this effect by averaging
the simulated depth profiles over many runs
This figure shows the average using only
steady sources.

• For steady sources, the ratio of water enhancement to influx
over simulation time yields retention efficiency of 4.4%

• This is equivalent to 3.6 x 1011 kg of water in the top meter
Compare to LPNS ~7.5 x 1011 kg


